
DREAM CARPET CLEANING

Bond cleaning Brisbane is a domestic and commercial cleaning service provider with years of
experience satisfying all the customers. we have been in the top ranks of the cleaning
business. We are the team of highly skilled professional and reliable bond cleaners who
always strives for the best. We have been greatly recognized and appreciated by our clients
for the extra-ordinary services we offer. Our team excels in Bond cleaning, Carpet cleaning,
Oven cleaning, Office cleaning & Spring cleaning at affordable prices.

Best Bond Cleaning Brisbane incorporate

Best techniques and cleaning methods
High quality equipment’s, Cleaning materials & accessories
Eco-friendly cleaning products, which is safe for everyone
Fully insured, Polite and courteous team

Bond Cleaning/ Exit Cleaning & End of Lease for BRISBANE

We make it our mission to support when it comes to leave your rental property. Whether
you are leaving a rented property or your property being sold out, We provide best bond
cleaning service in the Brisbane region.

Best Bond Cleaning Brisbane offers an Move-out cleaning in BRISBANE that ensure the
latest industry standards.

We offer exit cleaning service which includes

Guaranteed Bond back cleaning: We ensure you will Get your deposit money back.

Whether your landlord is bit too hard to deal with or if you are a landlord yourself and your
tenants are making a big mess of your tidy house, we can handle it all for you. spare yourself
the headache and call upon the cavalry.

OFFICE CLEANING
No matter where your office is situated, be it near an industrial area or in a secluded
building on the outskirts of your town, dust and dirt will always find their way into your work
environment. Dust is everywhere, in- and outdoors. It’s inevitable, therefore regular office
cleaning sessions must be in order.

What is dust and where does it come from?
It depends. If we are talking dust from outside, it consists mainly of pollen and spores
produced by plants, as well as small particles of soil carried around by the wind. Indoor dust
accumulates mainly from human and pet hair, dead skin, textile fibers, and dirt we bring
with us from outside, along with our clothes and shoes.

Why is it important to maintain cleanliness on a daily basis?



The number one reason is, of course, employees’ health. A germ-free and hygienic office
environment means less sick leaves and more productivity. Other than that, a well
maintained work space improves your company’s reputation and overall employee job
satisfaction.

Office Cleaning Checklist
An office cleaning schedule is usually divided into daily, weekly, and monthly tasks. Below is
a commercial cleaning checklist that applies not only for office spaces but also for shops,
hotels, restaurants, and more.
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DAILY

Empty waste and recycle bins, clean and disinfect where needed, and change liners;
Dust horizontal surfaces, such as chairs, desks, tables, and other furniture and surfaces;
Wipe and clean food preparation and eating areas;
Hoover all hard floors, carpets, and mats;
Use disinfectants to mop all hard floors;
Load and unload the office dishwasher, and stock toilet tissue, hand towels, facial tissues
and, hand soap;
Wipe down all internal glass, light switches, door frames, and handles;
Clean and sanitise all basins, hand towel dispensers/hand dryers;
Sterilise toilets and urinals;
Clean partitions, mirrors, whiteboards, and picture frames;
Dust and wipe computer monitors, keyboards, periphery, and telephones.

WEEKLY

Spot clean walls, painted surfaces, and remove any cobwebs;
Polish glass, mirrors and metallic surfaces;
Squeegee-clean windows in and out (if possible);
Buff all hardwood surfaces, floors, and conference tables;
Empty refrigerator from all food, clean and disinfect;
Refill soap dispensers;
Clean any kitchen appliances.

Carpet Cleaning Services in BRISBANE

A carpet not only increases the aesthetic appeal of a property but also increases its market
value. so proper carpet cleaning is essential and must be performed from time to time for
enjoying the benefits of having good functional carpets. Not cleaning the carpet can
decrease the market value of property and make it older. In addition to this, it may cost
serious health problems for the users like asthma and allergies so in order to live a healthy
life proper carpet cleaning must be ensured. Even a good cleaned carpet can make a
property look beautiful and it is aesthetically appealing.



Oven Cleaning in BRISBANE

Cleaning the oven is one of the most hated task in the house, with domestic cleaning
products unable to remove the real burnt on carbon.Best Bond Cleaning Brisbane team is
fully trained to deal with even the dirtiest of ovens. We clean the hidden and hard to reach
parts of your oven, leaving it spotless. The oven cleaning process includes Cleaning of oven
door, racks and the side rack holder using the premium quality, Eco friendly and non-toxic
oven cleaner agents. Cleaning of the control knobs, side paneling-prime area’s where fat,oil
and other left overs have accumulated. Deep cleaning of oven racks, base and steel rack
holders.

Spring Cleaning & Organizing Services in BRISBANE

Ever heard of saying “TIDY ROOM, TIDY MIND“? This is more than a saying, This is fact and
being surrounded by a constant mess and untidy home sets the tone of each and every day.
Best Bond Cleaning Brisbane cleaners go to great lengths to make sure your home is cleaned
from top to bottom. They will reach those hidden areas,revive dull dusty rooms and bring
back the sparkle, leaving your home(and you) feeling relaxed and refreshed.

Our cleaners take pride in cleaning your home as if it were there own. Best Bond Cleaning in
Brisbane takes just few hours to get your home look immaculate.

This will include dust down the Ceiling and Corner or the walls

Cleaning of all surfaces and appliances (from outside)

Dusting , Sweeping , Mopping and vacuuming of the floors

Cleaning of toilets basins and bath, showers, taps etc

All equipment and cleaning material are provided by us
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